
A middle mountain valley that connects Lake Como with Lake Lugano, it was carved out for about 
15 kilometres by Telo Stream and offers visitors beautiful landscapes, picturesque villages and 

and its “Balcony of Italy”, a renowned panoramic viewpoint.

Departure point: Argegno
Argegno can be reached by bus on line C10 and C20, by NLC boat or by car on state road SS 340.
Note: The itinerary is best covered by car, but can also be covered by public transport by limiting 
stops to just Argegno and Pigra and including some transfers on foot. We therefore recommend 
wearing comfortable shoes.
Duration: full day

Argegno, the departure point of our itinerary, is a small picturesque village that stands at the mouth 

The village is divided into two areas - the 
lakeside area and the old part. Along the 
lakeside there are numerous bars, ice-cream 
shops and restaurants where visitors can 
spend time admiring the lake. Here also 
stands the neo-Romanesque Parish Church 

old part of the village clings to a rocky spur 
and features steep narrow streets, remains 

passageways. 
Between the two areas are central Piazzetta 

Roma and an elegant small medieval bridge

you arrive at the small 17th-century Church of Saint Anna. 
Numerous mills, where wheat, corn and chestnuts were 
ground, once stood along this road and in springtime a 
procession to propitiate the harvest was held here. Today, 
bearing witness to this past, many of the old millstones are 
used as decorative elements, niches and votive chapels.
At the end of the itinerary, a short staircase leads onto a 
grassy square where the small sanctuary stands, affording 

spectacular views of the lake. Inside, visible from the 
windows on the façade even when the church is 

closed, are sumptuous decorations, frescoes and stuccoes 
by the Intelvese School.

Another excursion we recommend from the centre of 
Argegno is the climb by cable car to Pigra
mountain village on a green plain that affords splendid 
views of the lake and surrounding hills. Inaugurated in 1971, 
the cable car links the lake to Pigra in about 5 minutes on a 
route that is about 1.2 km long, with a difference in altitude 
of 600 metres and a maximum gradient of 95%.
For more information on costs and opening times: 
www.comune.pigra.co.it



FROM PIGRA TO VENINI REFUGE
Distance: 10 km one way
Difference in altitude: 670 m
Note: this itinerary is mostly suitable for skilled 

The itinerary we recommend follows a historical 
military road, that although tarmacked has little 

to admire the landscape and spectacular views.

centre of the village and then immediately follow signs for Boffalora Refuge. The road initially 

its characteristic cross, some “bolle”, which are large, natural basins that have been adapted to 
collect rain water for livestock, and a shelter. The itinerary descends along the north slope of Cima 

Bolla dell’Alpe. 

lush pass between Mount Galbiga and Mount Tremezzo.
The small cannon in front of the shelter reminds us that in the early 20th century this was a military 

Great War. 

Back in Argegno, we continue our itinerary by car 

a great cultural heritage and offers opportunities to 
play sport and relax. It has given birth to generations 
of “immigrant” architects, painters, sculptors and 
stucco workers who, when they returned here to 
their homeland, left behind many interesting works 
of art. The road climbs steeply with wide bends 
that open onto vast, sunny plains surrounded by 
chestnut groves that are common in the entire 
Intelvese area. On the left we can make out the 
mass of Sasso Gordona and Mount San Zeno with a characteristic cone shape and a small church 

Saint Sisinnio
is clearly in Romanesque style. Extensively renovated in the 17th and 18th centuries in the late 
Baroque style of the period, it houses precious examples of Intelvese art. The church is not open 
to the public, but a stop is more than rewarded by the views of the lake from the churchyard and 
the cobbled road running below it. To reach the church we recommend parking your car along 
the main road.
After Dizzasco, along the road on the left, in a notably lower position, is the Oratory of Madonna 
del Restello

spreading. The small church, which is not open to the public, houses precious Baroque stuccos, 
frescoes and scagliola.



THE INTELVI MASTERS AND THE ART OF SCAGLIOLA
Since ancient times the Intelvi Valley has been famous thanks to the 
skills of its artisans: master masons, stone cutters, sculptors, painters 
and stucco workers whose art was handed down from generation 
to generation for centuries and whose skills afforded them the name 
“magistri” or “masters”. These families were called to work not only all 

from Rome to Turin and in Germany, Austria, Russia and Poland. Their 
homeland also bears witness to their great work as it was here that, 
like swallows in springtime, they always returned even if only for short 
periods. The Intelvi Masters came to the fore between the 17th and 
18th centuries in particular, thanks to the plastic decoration of stucco 
and scagliola. The latter is an artistic technique that imitates inlaid 
marble using gypsum and natural dyes from minerals and vegetables. 

Examples of this work can be found in all churches in the valley and in the Museum of Stucco and 
Scagliola in Cerano Intelvi, which can be visited subject to booking. 
Tel. +39.3487930214 - www.lavalleintelvi.info 

C

the 12th century and has a beautiful Romanesque façade in local stone 
with a splayed arch portal and elegant sculptural decorations by the Intelvi 
Masters. It houses 16th century frescoes attributed to Giovanni Andrea De 
Magistris. Also notable are the stuccoes and the scagliola altar frontals. 

In a 15-minute drive, following the “SP 15 Erbonne” in the direction of 
Casasco, you can reach one of the Chris Bangle’s Big Benches belonging 

to the Big Bench Community Project (https://bigbenchcommunityproject.org).  
Back in the car at the junction at the end of the village, we follow signs for 

Intelvi and more precisely, the outlying hamlet of Scaria, a small village well 
worth visiting. Veering to the right, we climb the hairpin bend that leads to 
Via de Aglio. We recommend parking here and continuing on foot along Via 
Palli to the late Baroque Church of Saint Maria di Scaria 
of the building is linked to the name of the Carloni family, natives of Scaria. 
The frescoes in the vaults, nave and aisles, presbytery and apse are by Carlo 

and stucco statues are by Diego. Due to its almost complete unity of style 
and skill, the Church of Saint Maria is considered one of the best examples of 

of Sacred Art https://sistemamusealediocesicomo.it. 
Along Via SS. Nazaro e Celso we reach the beautiful church of the same name 

existing late medieval fort and preceded by an elegant Baroque portico, has 
a pictorial decoration that is interesting from the exterior, but that becomes 
sublime inside with the apsidal frescoes by Giovanni Andrea De Magistris and 

always visible thanks to an opening in the entrance door. The cemetery that 
encloses the church still retains its 19th-century layout and has neo-Gothic 

From the Church of Saints Nazaro and Celso a path begins that makes it possible to reach Lanzo d’Intelvi 
after a 30-minute walk.

W
facilities, horse riding centres and a network of well-signposted trails. At the roundabout turn right and after 
100 metres left, following signs for the peak of Sighignola



the Alpine chain and to the south over Mount Generoso and Capolago. 
On the return journey we recommend a stop in the village. The centre of 
Lanzo stands around Piazza Matteotti and Piazza Garibaldi where there 
are numerous bars, restaurants, beautiful stone houses, frescoed votive 

and Baroque decorations. Returning to the road, on the way back we 
reach Pellio and at the junction we can return to Argegno or continue 
the itinerary by taking the provincial road SP14 on the left for Porlezza. 

whose houses still remain. Outside the village is the Parish Church of Saint 
Lorenzo
precious Baroque decorations. We continue on the provincial road SP14 

Grotte di Rescia 
campsite. This is the access point to the caves of Rescia carved out over 
the centuries by the chalky waters that have formed interesting stalactites 

www.grottedirescia.it. 

stood what was once an important nucleus of Porlezza, partly destroyed by landslides in the 18th century 
and now uninhabited. All that remains is the church of Saint Maurizio, largely carved and reintegrated from 

Cheese
The Como area is a land of cheeses. This is particularly true of the Intelvi Valley where masterpieces 

then used in pasta dishes or on polenta. Numerous producers sell their wares direct to the public in 
villages or on pastures in the Intelvese area. 

EVENTS

feast of Saint Rocco.

Asfalto Italian Trophy in October.

Shrove Tuesday and Shrove Tuesday.
st

MARKETS
 Piazza del Porto, Monday morning -  Saturday all day

ACTIVE HOLIDAY

 in Intelvi Valley there are four take-off sites with different exposures to the wind and that 
can be used at different times of day - www.vololibero-valleintelvi.it. Activities available also for disabled 

Associazione Volo Libero San Fedele or   
 guided caving trips with expert guides.

 although they do not have cycle paths, the roads around the Intelvi Valley offer interesting 

 


